
Car Club Run to Toukley Village Green              Sunday 14th June 2020 

 

Well it started out early this morning absolutely flogging down until about 9.00 am at my place in 

Rathmines. I thought, “Well, this will test them out “.  So, off we went picking up John on the way 

heading for Morisset Maccas for our first run since the start of the co Vid 19 pandemic. 

We arrived at Maccas to find Aa happy group sitting inside Maccas enjoying their coffee until the 

manager saw us sitting too close and hunted us off the table that had the signs on the saying not to 

sit there. Our bad, we complied and wondered out to stand around for a short time waiting for any 

stragglers. The sky was clearing up and so off we went, classics and day cars for those not wanting to 

have to wash their cars after a few spots of rain………… 

Sorry folks, that wasn’t called for.  

Anyway we travelled out to Toukley where the classic parked up in the park and then assembled in 

the Thai restraint for lunch and the waitresses were very helpful seating all 22 of us. No sooner that 

we were all happily seated and surveying the menus then the real 22 family group arrived who had 

actually booked . The loverly waitresses thought that we 22 were the booking!!!! 

Being the folk we are, we decided that right was right and vacated for the Village Green to sit on our 

chairs and there was not a cloud in the sky. Absolutely beautiful. 

Everybody found somewhere to buy takeaways and we all assembled and ate a fine repast indeed. 

After all were suitably sated, we held a small meeting where all were informed of the council 

decision in cancelling Chromefest as an event in October. I then explained about the plans of the 

“Co-Vid Chromefest Online” for 2020 where for free people can send in their pics and after a time all 

can vote on them. More info on this as it comes to hand.  

By 1.30 it was time to leave the dolcert tunes supplied by Marty and head home.   A good day 

indeed. 

 

     

     



            

         

 

Well now, whos a silly Billy and left the thermo fan running while we were dining????? And the 

brand new car on its first day out with the club too?????  Oh Dear…….. Thanks John for the jump 

start. Is this like 2 Covettes mating????  


